Species Distribution Models (SDMs) are used to generate maps of realised and potential ecological niches for a given species. As any other machine learning technique they can be seen as "black boxes", due to a lack of interpretability. Advances in other areas of applied machine learning can be applied to remedy this problem. In this study we test a new tool relying on Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) by comparing its results of other known methods and ecological interpretations from domain experts. The findings confirm that LIME provides consistent and ecologically sound explanations of climate feature importance during the training of SDMs, and that the sdmexplain R package can be used with confidence. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
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Study species
In order to ecologically prove the explainability calculations the two species were selected based on their 44 relatively strong dependence on specific climate conditions. The occurence (observation) data points are 45 shown on the map in Figure 1 . 
For MaxEnt, the feature importance is represented internally by the software as percent contribution. 
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